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Dear art, 

Uhilefor my rogue's gallery I would prefer the actuol .ix in Esquire for 12/76 

to be cosfidmatip(poo positive, the onolsarX laroxim arc 11MOM.3.11, 

A 10th anniversary *vela. 

It is a spoof. As uoaal in bad tase‘. 

Tho short Pipit hod advance clues so analysis of the pia was s_sy. 

...spite the oreteace there is aothiag arm in ths Itak-CIA conaretiom. They 

pretend it is a revelation. 

"...it proved ispoakible to pbtaio uay of the Zaprader footage fcr our analysis." 

Really? With all the copiss kiekiog around and Groden working within easy waiting 

distance of Esquires office? 

nix or huohaore either 	UPI has both -an easy walk away. 

Bot you'll find AD aucb thing as my, leave alone the "/eadiag iodeseadeat iaago-

procosaing firm." No full sane is givou, only[ "P.K.,ML2 For illustration as in petty 

)(lever aisaick. 

Sots of the Fhothd ware not from an "excelediogly poor s origisa1.2 Two of the 

throe they use are of good quality, prof000imal bewspix. 

They csrtaisay do "oak nee" whoa the aria -faced dick ix the 7.6c of :.ao gettiag 
it is sharpened into a big amilm. 

It is not only dust and Voila= who are dabbed is on the Lori sweariag-ia shot. 

I can't sake pat on the xerox who has been substitated at the sxtreun right, below 

and to the aids of Haat. The hairliesougle of the face and relationship to background 
are visibly different. 

Ioo don't have to depend on hairlines and anatomical ovid•ace to spot that Colson 

was ciao:Aid ia. The India of kin is uo such lamer, perhops to obscure wool had to be 

kidder , this is quite risible. Or use a rulor. 

Just tO ywars ago Ramparts had as effective spoof x is a straight-faced review of 

foar self published books by one illov G. K. Lebosuf, of Leavitttowo. 

Vils love or yop do not love. For G. K. try God kaows. For Leboeuf translate from 
aY 

the Preach and joy 	te buil. Ay aoorre on heavittosa etaadiag for dyattatowa is a 
pretty good ore. Is aesdledld Keating into admitving the spoof Was of sur whoa se 
appeared together is Glades Gate Park ad-;scosber 1:66. 

Coiaoidosce two of the threo initials is p.1. & G. are the sass? 

BeaiAes, from the record I could sot imaoise gsquire doing anything good. Or 
serious. 

Beet, 
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All we needed was Esquiteis 	 .• •L of .1i 

and, presto:, the In, 	, ,ete si,:: 

• 

Imost since the beginning of the American space 
_- 	program, we have been dazzled by a ,A ries of 
— 	astonishingly clear photographs, first of the 

Li 	moon, then of Mars, Venus, Mercury and Jupiter, 
culminating in the extraordinary views of the Martian 
surface transmitted by the Viking landers. The breathtak-
ing clarity of these pictures is made possible by an arcane 
technique known as "computer image enhance:neat and 
analysis." Developed and perfected for N.A.S.A. by the Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena, California. this pro-
cesa involves the delicate electronic readjustment of raw 
pictorial data to bring out every detail in photographs that, 
before correction, seemed lacking in sharpness. 

Why, we wondered. had computer enhancement never 
been applied to the most famous collection of fuzzy photo-
graphs in history. those taken in and around Dealey Plaza 
in Dallas on November 22. 19.53? The answer is. it had—sort 
of. In 1967. the Itek Corporation, a company specializing in 
the analysis of aerial reconnaissance photographs. ran 
through its computers one badly blurred eight-millimeter 
movie frame containing an ambiguous dark shape—a shape 
that some critics of the Warren Commission took to be the 
figure of a second assassin crouching on a grassy knoll 
overlooking the motorcade route. The results, apparently, 
were definitive—and disappointing to conspiracy buffs. 
The Itek specialists concluded that the controversial image 
was a shadow, not a three-dimensional figure. 

We accepted these findings until two rather startling 
pieces of information were brought to our attention: 
namely, that the president of Itek at the time of the 
analysis was alleged to have been a C.I.A. operative with 

ir. 1.'1,,  area of ceuraer-e.vehltionary inte;:i-
geno... and that Let. I !el: CorpOratil):: :".,tlf was repurte+lly 

dependent on the U a•wernment far 4:: nust. sixty pt-meat 
of its business. To ie., these facts seemed to render the Itek 
conalusiens somewla.: suspect. 

Whatever the case, it is certeiely true that in the 
decade since the 1Tek investigatinn, computer image.-en-
hancement technique: have become caorancu.sly more so. 

plaatieated. And. to oar knowledge. no one has made 
further attempts t.n bring this or any other Kennedy-aa-
saasination picture under electronic scrutiny. 

Esquire, therefore. decided to seel: eat the services of a 
leading independent image-processing rirm, P.Katra Inc., 
of New York City, which agreed to apply its expertise to the 
entire range of photographic evidence available. (Regret-
tably, for reasons that arc still not entirely clear, it proved 
impossible to obtain any of the Zapruder footage for our 
analysis.; Altogether, P.E...kG. saaaaalial in er,1-1..tilcii.g 
thirty-one assassina:.ion photos. On the following pages, we 
have reproduced three of them, each relating to a dif-
ferent aspect of the assassination controversy. 

These pictures4re indeed remarkable. However, it is 
essential to bear in mind that they are nothing more than 
skillful reconstructions of exceedingly poor original photo-
graphs. Despite their use of the moat advanced electronic 
means, the P.K.&G. technicians were ultimately dependent 
upon human judgment and consequently susceptible to 
human error. Therefore, we urge our readers to exercise the 
same restraint in examining these pictures as we did in 
deciding to reproduce them with no C0171 ntentary other than 
simple factual identification. 

110W COMPUTER ENHANCEalENT WORKS Above are two 	ions of the same photograph of a portion of t he 

Martian surface taken by the Viking 1 Orbiter. The picture on the left is reproduced exactly• as it was received at the Jet 

Propulsion Laboratory. The one on the right shows the results of computer enhancement. In this process, an image is 

encoded on magnetic tape in the form of several hundred thousand separate picture elements, or pixels. Each pixel 

describes the brightness of a tiny area of the original scene in terms of a number from 1 to tat. With the aid of a compoler, 

technicians can nualify these numerical values to eliminate distortions and to inerease contrast and resolution. 
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In order to accept the Warren 
Commission's overall conclusions, it 

is also necessary to accept its theory 
that the same bullet that passed ( 

through the President's neck 
eventually lodged, virtually intact, in 

Governor Connally's leg. P.K.&G. 
enlarged and then enhanced a very 

small but relevant section of this 
movie frame to see if Governor 

Connally's movements at the time of 
the bullet's impact were consistent 

with the commission's hypothesis. 
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This photograph of Oswald being shot by Jack Ruby is one of the most widely seen and best remembered of the pictures of the assassination and its aftermath. Nevertheless, we felt it would be worthwhile to subject the image to a detailed electronic modification and reconstruction to determine if it contained any latent evidence that the Dallas nightclub owner may have had an accomplice. 
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Richard M. Nixon, then a private citizen, was in Dallas on the morning of November 22. 
1963, and that fact, together with allegations that other persons later involved in the 
Watergate affair were observed in Dallas that day, led us to request that a number of 
pictures indirectly related to the assassination be reprocessed. including this official White 
House photograph of the swearing-in of Lyndon B. Johnson. 
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Sohn Behrend of Esquire phoned me this evening. We talked through both major TV newscasts, 
so I'm not updated on WC. la is doing a commemorative piece for the 'ovember esquire. I talked 
frankly with him, but with the specific understanding that anything I said about anyone else 
wouin be of the record. I know the hazards, but I felt the alternative, not talking, would 
secure what the record* would seem to indicate is likely anyway, a bad piece. Afterward, I 
decided to write hi:a the enclosed letter. That is one chapter I would be quite willing to 
have used and it can't hurt the book's slim prospects. He asked me who was doing current 
work and I said that responsible work almost nobedy. He told me what I'd never heard before, 
that he codauthored with Tink. I would take this to mean he edited, perhaps rewrote some. 
I think ye is a friend of Jones Harris. We had discussed the Cyril:Ling in terms of my refus-
ing to be pert of a mapet.ftlemmady" play, hence the suggestion abbut the chapter. I expect np 
serious mat. EV 4/24/13 
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KMPC 
Hal ... Unfortunately the copy machine doesn't 
do the Esqy piece justice ... but I think Its 
enough to get the Idea. I've taken the liberty 
of darkening up and outlining page 3 for total 
clarity...I've also arrowed page 5 for clarity. 
I'll be interested in your reactions... 

Garrison wire copy same as the one I read to 
you...I've yet to find out about the outcome 
of it all... 

Jest to you and L11... 


